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- Expression of my desire, as to the disposal of my manuscripts ...
- Notes of William L. Ropes (former Andover librarian) re the collection
- Sermon, Dec 1842
- Newscippings re Stuart
- Letters described in collection guide as Stuart Family
- James Seixas letter
- Newscippings with poems on death of Stuart
- Description of 20th c. Stuart exhibit (many duplicates)
- Oration on taking my degree, 1802
- List of collection (William L. Ropes handwriting)
- [Address to students] untitled and undated
- several sermons, not in chronological order
- Lectures to the Advanced Class
- Lecture on slavery (abstract)
- translation of Tittmann, De Synonymis ...
- Temperance pledge
- miscellaneous notes on grammar
- Paley's Natural Religion [sic]
- miscellaneous notes on grammar
- some material described in collection guide as Lectures on Sacred Literature, but not all items listed and not filmed in order of list
- Lectures on Hermeneutics (for some reason these are filmed in reverse numerical order)
- Notes on the book of Joel
- Lectures on Sacred Literature: Judges and Ruth
- Notes on Arabic grammar
- Lectures on Sacred Literature: Hebraeo-Samaritan
- Lectures on Sacred Literature: The Targums
- Notes on Syriac grammar
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- Lectures on Sacred Literature: Qualifications of Moses to be the author...
- Hermeneutics - lecture 1
- Notes on logos
- Notes on grammar and language study
- Essays on original sin
- Lectures on S.L.: Genuineness of the Pentateuch
- Lectures on S.L.: Publication and preservation of the sacred books...
- Lectures on S.L.: Whether synagogues existed...
- Lectures on S.L.: Order in which the sacred books are arranged
- Lectures on S.L.: Definition of canonical and apocryphal
- Lectures on S.L.: Testimony of Josephus and Philo...
- Lectures on S.L.: What was the canon...
- Lectures on S.L.: Critical helps-parallel passages
- Lectures on S.L.: Critical helps-the Septuagint
- Lectures on S.L.: Critical helps-Septuagint
- Lectures on S.L.: Syriac, Arabic...
- Lectures on S.L.: Vulgate editions...
- Extracts from Gerard's, Description de l'Egypte
- Lectures on S.L.: Book of Psalms
- Lectures on S.L.: Proverbs
- Lectures on S.L.: Ecclesiastes
- Lectures on S.L.: Canticles
- Lectures on S.L.: Isaiah
- Lectures on S.L.: Jeremiah
- Lectures on S.L.: Ezekiel
- Lectures on S.L.: Daniel
- Lectures on S.L.: Hosea
- Lectures on S.L.: Joel, Amos, Obadiah
- Lectures on S.L.: Book of Jonah
- Lectures on S.L.: Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk
- Lectures on S.L.: Zephaniah...
- Lectures on S.L.: Hebrew points and accents
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- Lectures on Sacred Literature: History of Hebrew manuscripts (continued)
- Lectures on S.L.: History of Hebrew manuscript (completed)
- Lectures on S.L.: Book of Joshua
- Lectures on S.L.: Books of Samuel
- Lectures on S.L.: 1 and 2 Chronicles
- Lectures on S.L.: Ezra and Nehemiah
- Lectures on S.L.: Esther
- Sermon, Aug 15, 1832
- Sermon, Aug 6, 1832
- Sermon, Aug 3, 1832
- Sermon, Aug 2, 1832
- Sermon, Apr 2, 1832
- Sermon, Jun 23, 1831
- Sermon, Jun 21, 1831
- Sermon, Jun 20, 1831
- Sermon, Jun 14, 1831
- Sermon, Jun 9, 1831
- Sermon, Jun 6, 1831
- Lectures on S.L.: Confusion of tongues ...
- Lectures on S.L.: Origin of letters
- Lectures on S.L.: Arguments on the antiquity of the points
- Lectures on S.L.: Arguments for the points
- Sermon, Oct 25, 1832
- Sermon, Oct 30, 1832
- Sermon, Mar 2, 1835
- Sermon, Mar 10, 1835
- Sermon, Mar 6, 1835
- Sermon, Feb 27, 1835
- Sermon, Feb 19, 1835
- Sermon, Oct 31, 1832
- Sermon, Mar 2, 1832
- Sermon, Nov 12, 1832
- Sermon, Oct 21, 1833
- Sermon, Oct 23, 1833
- Sermon, Feb 24, 1835
- Sermon, Oct 25, 1833
- Sermon, Oct 28, 1833
- Sermon, Oct 30, 1833
- Sermon, Oct 31, 1833
- Sermon, Nov 11, 1833
- Sermon, Nov 13, 1833
- Sermon, Nov 14, 1833 (Ps)
- Sermon, Nov 14, 1833 (Matt)
- Sermon, Jun n.d., 1834
- Lectures on S.L.: Objections against the genuineness of the Pentateuch
- Lectures on S.L.: Time and manner of composing the Pentateuch
- Lectures on S.L.: History of Hebrew manuscripts (pt.1)
- List of sermons
- Address to students, 1834
- Sermon, Dec 27, 1839
- Sermon, Nov, n.d., 1826
- Sermon, Nov 22, 1839
- Sermon, Nov 27, 1839
- Sermons, December, 1842 (3)
- Address to students, 1836
- Lectures on S.L.: Job
- Extracts on original sin
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- Notes and extracts on original sin
- Notes on sacred geography
- Dissertation on the importance ... correct editions of classical books ...
- Memoranda Pindarica
- Notes on introduction to the Gospels
- Notes on the Phaedo of Plato
- Sermon, Jun 10, 1806
- Sermon, Jun 18, 1806
- Sermon, Jun 27, 1806
- Sermon, Jul 2, 1806
- Sermon, Jul 9, 1806
- Sermon, Jul 15, 1806
- Sermon, Jul 25, 1806
- Sermon, Aug 7, 1806
- Sermon, May 27, 1806
- Sermon, Oct 10, 1806
- Sermon, Oct 16, 1806
- Sermon, Nov 1, 1806
- Sermon, Nov 6, 1806
- Sermon, Nov 11, 1806
- Sermon, Nov 15, 1806
- Sermon, Nov 25, 1806
- Sermon, Dec 9, 1806
- Sermon, Dec 16, 1806
- Sermon, Jan 6, 1807
- Sermon, Jan 13, 1807
- Sermon, Jan 17, 1807
- Sermon, Jan 22, 1807
- Sermon, Feb 3, 1807
- Sermon, Feb 24, 1807
- Sermon, Mar 4, 1807
- Sermon, Mar 11, 1807
- Sermon, Mar 21, 1807
- Sermon, Feb 14, 1807
- Sermon, Dec 29, 1806
- Sermon, Mar 17, 1807
- Sermon, Apr 5, 1807
- Sermon, Apr 21, 1807
- Sermon, Apr 28, 1807
- Sermon, Jun 20, 1809
- Sermon, n.d., 1809
- Sermon, Jun 4, 1812
- Sermon, Apr 1813
- Sermon, Apr 22, 1813
- Sermon, May 4, 1813
- Sermon, Nov 15, 1815
- Sermon, Dec 25, 1815 (Hebrews)
- Sermon, Dec 25, 1815 (Matthew)
- Sermon, June, 1816 (Luke)
- Sermon, June, 1816 (Galatians)
- Sermon, Feb 17, 1817
- Sermon, May, 1817
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- Sermon, Nov, 1817 (Galatians 3:10)
- Sermon, Nov, 1817 (Galatians 3:13)
- Sermon, Mar, 1818 (John)
- Sermon, Mar, 1818 (Revelation)
- Sermon, July, 1819
- Sermon, Mar 1, 1820
- Sermon, Apr, 1821
- Sermon, Jan, 1822
- Sermon, Apr 7, 1822
- Sermon, Apr, 1822
- Sermon, Dec, 1822
- Sermon, Jan, 1823
- Sermon, May, 1824
- Sermon, Dec n.d., 1824
- Sermon, Dec 4, 1824
- Sermon, Dec 30, 1824
- Sermon, Nov, 1824
- Sermon, Jan 10, 1825
- Sermon, Jan 19, 1825
- Sermon, Feb 1, 1825
- Sermon, Nov, 1825
- Sermon, Nov, 1826 (Luke)
- Sermon, Nov, 1826 (Romans)
- Sermon, Jan, 1827
- Sermon, Nov 22, 1827
- Sermon, Dec 18, 1827
- Sermon, Apr 4, 1828
- Sermon, May 23, 1828
- Sermon, Jun, 1828
- Sermon, Jul, 1828 (1 Corinthians)
- Sermon, Jul, 1828 (Matthew)
- Sermon, Jul 8, 1828
- Sermon, Jul 10, 1828
- Sermon, Jul 30, 1828
- Sermon, n.d., 1820
- Sermon, Jan, 1829
- Sermon, Feb 25, 1829
- Sermon, Jul 13, 1829
- Sermon, Nov, 1829 (Matthew)
- Sermon, Aug 25, 1829
- Sermon, Nov 3, 1829
- Sermon, Nov, 1829 (1 Corinthians)
- Sermon, Nov 24, 1829